
 
 

INSTITUTIONAL DISTINCTIVENESS 

 

Domain for Success 

Portray the performance of the institution in one area distinctive to its priority and thrust. 

In an era of myriad opportunities and diverse professions, it becomes difficult for students to 

get direction towards their passionate profession. This is where Tingkhong College stands for 

students in the advancement of their career by guiding them in what to choose, how to 

choose, and in which platform. Along with the formal education through prescribed 

curriculum, the college sets up its vision to show the suitable path for students while taking 

steps in their career. Being in a rural area, and carrying most of the students from 

economically weaker section, the institution faces a lot of hindrances such as digital divide, 

inculcating higher ambitions among the students, and many more. Therefore, the institution 

has been working relentlessly to produce information literates by offering career counseling 

programs from reputed bodies. The goal is enhanced by making easy access to several 

coaching platforms of civil service examinations (APSC & UPSC) and other competitive 

examinations. 

The college has entered in this mission long ago. In the session, 2021-22, one of the faculty 

members Dr. Jatindranath Konwar, Dept. of History, Tingkhong College has donated 1 lakh 

rupees to conduct an orientation program in the college for civil service aspirants and the 

session is delivered by renowned personalities from this field. A sum of remaining donated 

amount has been invested with Academy of Civil Service (ACS), a significant civil service 

coaching centre in Assam. With the clauses of MoU (Memorandum of Understanding) (link: 

https://tingkhongcollege.edu.in/wp-content/uploads/2024/04/2023_ACS.pdf) done with 

Tingkhong College, ACS agrees to offer coaching in online mode to 30 selected students 

from the college with one single subscription. The students are enrolled through entrance 

examination conducted under the supervision of one of the faculty members of the college 

with similar interest, who has been appointed by the college as a coordinator of the same. The 

sessions are provided after 2 p.m. every day. Moreover, the faculty members working on a 

contractual basis in Tingkhong College, who shows interests in this field, are given special 

entry without sitting in the entrance. Further, in view of the lower economic background of 

the students, the college has decided to bear the material cost to the aspirants. Further, the 

ACS conducts separate entrance examination for all the alumni of colleges with whom they 

have signed a MOU. The participant, who secures rank 1 in the entrance, is provided free 

coaching for civil service examinations in Dibrugarh district. 

https://tingkhongcollege.edu.in/wp-content/uploads/2024/04/2023_ACS.pdf


The next significant initiative in this case is adopted through the MOU done between 

Tingkhong College and IAS Tangent, a tutorial hub of academic excellence in Assam ( MoU 

link: https://tingkhongcollege.edu.in/wp-content/uploads/2024/06/tangent.pdf ). IAS Tangent 

not only provides coaching for examinations of Assam Public Service Commission (APSC), 

but a coaching centre for other competitive examinations such as Assam Direct Recruitment 

Examination (ADRE). According to the conditions signed in the MOU, IAS Tangent is 

providing coaching to the students with a subscription of per student but at a nominal rate. In 

exchange to this relaxation of subscription fee, the college provides a helping hand in their 

promotional activities, i.e. a platform or a place where online coaching can be provided. All 

the ICT based tools are supplied from the college. There is no limitation of participants in this 

case and along with the college students the outsiders are also embraced in the entire batch. 

The academy provides coaching in both online and offline mode. Further, some bonus 

facilities carried out by IAS Tangent from a definite interval of time such as providing 

orientation to the engineering and medical students. Moreover, along with the coaching, free 

career counseling is provided by the same. While providing career counseling, IAS Tangent 

keeps a track of number of participants, their interest levels in different fields and then the 

data has been sent to the college. It helps the college to see a crystal clear picture of the 

students’ interests and capabilities and accordingly, policies can be determined to extract the 

best from the students’ minds. Tingkhong College keeps the vision to cultivate the required 

input to mould human wealth in the entire process of teaching learning, and being able to 

keep a track of students’ interests is just a cherry on the top.   

For constant improvement in this mission of showing the students a clear gateway in their 

career so that they can fly with their dreams, Tingkhong College has established sound 

connection with other prominent bodies too. One such knowledge hub is SPM Academy in 

Assam. The Principal of Tingkhong College has engaged herself as the member of Assam 

College Principal’s Council (ACPC) with whom SPM Academy has signed a MOU. As a 

result, SPM Academy conducts an entrance examination among all the college students of 

whom the Principals are a part of ACPC. The academy selects top 10 among all the 

candidates and provides them free coaching for civil service examinations i.e. APSC and 

UPSC. Further, at a regular interval of time, the academy provides soft copies of free study 

materials. Regular evaluation has been done among the selected students to track their 

improvement and also to analyse whether they fit for administration or not.         

In today’s world, information is the key to success. Through these best practices, Tingkhong 

College aspires to provide timely, up-to-date, and relevant information and ensures that the 

students make the best use of them. In this case, the college library being an information 

centre, has been providing CAS (Current Awareness Service) and other e-resource databases 

to connect with the global world. CAS service includes subscription of periodicals related to 

this field such as Drishti, Banking Service Chronicle, Current GK, Pratiyogita Darpan etc. In 

the last few years, the alumni of the college are seen to be on track in cracking several 

competitive examinations on different levels. However, the goal is to highlight the name of 

the college in every possible scenario on state, national, and international levels, and the 

college will be constant in practicing the same.    

 

 

 

https://tingkhongcollege.edu.in/wp-content/uploads/2024/06/tangent.pdf


 

List of Students of Tingkhong College Eligible for Free Coaching 

 

1. Bitupon Gogoi ( Chemistry) 

2. Pallab Gogoi (Zoology) 

3. Prakakhit Gogoi ( Chemistry) 

4. Ritupabon Gogoi (Zoology) 

5. Saurav Gogoi ( Chemistry) 

6. Swaraj Chetia (Zoology) 

7. Barnali Gogoi ( Sociology) 

8.Jibon Gogoi ( Economics) 

9. Humen Konch (History) 

10. Jhanab Gandhia Phukan (Zoology) 

11. Jadumoni Borah (Botany) 

12. Nayanmoni Rajkonwar (Mathematics) 

13. Jumoni Changmai ( History) 

14. Mayuri Naghbonshi (political science) 

15. Ananya Bailung (History) 

16. Bandana Chetry (History) 

17. Lakhiya Jeet Boruah ( Sociology) 

18. Martina Gogoi ( Assamese) 

19. Porismita Gogoi (Sociology) 

20. Shivani Tanti (Sociology) 

21. Parash Moni Gogoi (Chemistry) 

22. Tarali Tanti ( Sociology) 

23. Maini Gogoi ( Sociology) 

24. Dipankar Chetry ( Assamese) 

25. Dibbya Borak ( Assamese) 

26. Himanshu Sonowal (political science) 

27. Khelarani Gogoi (political science) 

28. Dhiraj Sharma (English) 

29. Ankana Gogoi ( Economics) 

30. Ankita Gogoi ( Economics) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



GLIMPSES OF THE INSTITUTIONAL DISTINCTIVENESS 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 
Advertisement of IAS Tangent 

 

 

 

 
 

During MoU with IAS Tangent 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 


